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As they were talking, a tall and well-built man with a buzz cut came from the entrance. 
“Selina, what’s the matter?” His voice was deep and magnetic. 

The corners of Donald’s lips curled up into a smile. 

 

It was Nigel from Tayhaven’s Wilson family! 

“Donald?” Nigel narrowed his eyes as he looked at Donald. “What are you doing here?” 

Selina cast a glance at Donald. “He’s planning to book the entire Sky Garden for 
someone’s birthday celebration tomorrow.” 

A look of mockery appeared on Nigel’s face when he heard that. “Do you have the 
money? Also, I’ve already reserved the entire Sky Garden tomorrow!” 

Leaning into his chair, Donald caressed his wrist. “What a coincidence. Tomorrow, Sky 
Garden will be mine.” 

“How much longer can you live? Why are you still going to celebrate someone’s 
birthday?” Nigel questioned in disdain. 

Unbothered, Donald glanced at the man. “Mind your own business.” 

There was a hint of menace in Nigel’s eyes. His temperament was a far cry from 
Donald’s as they exuded two different auras. 

Nigel was muscular and possessed an aggressive temperament, whereas Donald 
emitted a sophisticated yet resolute vibe. Although Donald looked gentle, his gaze was 
sharp and unrestrained. 

Nigel responded, “Hmm. I suppose it’s Jennifer’s birthday tomorrow, so you’re 
celebrating her birthday. How ironic. You guys are already divorced for a long time, but 
you’re still fawning over her. Do you deserve her?” 

After all, he did not dare to mess with Jennifer as well as Tyrone. 

In his opinion, Donald probably liked Jennifer too. 

During the bidding conference of Lord Campbell Avenue, Donald deliberately targeted 
the Wilson family of Tayhaven, which made Nigel keep a low profile. 



Since I don’t dare to woo Jennifer, I guess it shouldn’t be a problem for me to pursue 
Selina? That was Nigel’s thoughts. 

Donald remained seated on the chair and tapped the table with his index finger while 
shooting Nigel a sidelong glance. “I guess whatever I’m doing has nothing to do with 
you.” 

In fact, he had wanted to end Nigel since long ago. If he’s going to mess with me again, 
I don’t mind getting rid of him today. 

“Come on, show me your customized plan.” Nigel did not care about Donald’s tease as 
he turned to the receptionist to grab the personalized proposal and examine it. 

After that, he smirked. His expression was as sarcastic as it could be. 

“Who do you think you are? How dare you make five types of customized plans?” 
Nigel’s tone became cold. Even I, the heir of Tayhaven’s Wilson family, wouldn’t dare 
claim that I can accomplish all those five customized plans! Not to mention, Sebastian 
might not even be able to achieve that. The time is limited, and it’s too much of a price 
to pay. How could one spend tens of millions on a woman’s birthday celebration? I can’t 
relate! 

“You are only an abandoned child of the Campbell clan, yet you have such audacity!” 
Nigel mocked. 

Selina felt utterly disdainful as well. 

Meanwhile, Melantha uttered meekly, “Even if he can’t complete all the plans, you 
shouldn’t make fun of him. It’s his dream. What’s wrong with that?” 

“Get lost if I hear you speak another word!” Nigel gave Melantha an icy glare. 

The latter’s face flushed beet red at the man’s threat. 

Donald straightened his back and stared at Nigel. “Why do you always have to mess 
with me?” 

Nigel answered senselessly, “Well, I can’t help but want to mess with you. What are you 
going to do about it?” 

Donald let out a sigh. “Okay. You can get out of my sight now!” 

Since he was in a good mood that day, he decided to let Nigel off. I’ll teach him a lesson 
if he continues acting foolishly. 



“Donald, what are you so proud of?” For some reason, Nigel despised Donald and 
wanted to pick on him. “When Tyrone frees up some time, he’ll come after you. 
Moreover, you’re not worthy of Jennifer!” 

Donald replied frigidly, “Are you done? Scram if you’ve finished talking!” 

In the meantime, Bradley appeared quietly behind Donald and shot daggers at Nigel. 
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Once Donald gave the command, Bradley would finish Nigel off. 

“You’re the one that should get lost! I’ve reserved Sky Garden for tomorrow!” Nigel 
slammed his fists on the desk while Selina was frightened by that. 

 

Instantly, Selina suggested, “All right, Nigel, stop arguing. It’s pointless to do that. Ms. 
Yund will be here soon. She’ll make the decision!” 

However, Nigel was unwilling to budge. “Who do you think you are?” 

Donald’s eyes turned steely. “Slap him!” 

After all, Donald was not a fool. Since Nigel had been insulting him repeatedly, he 
ordered Bradley to take action. 

Bradley was like a ghost as he moved toward Nigel in a flash. He then gripped the 
latter’s neck with one hand and lifted him off the ground. After that, a hard slap was 
swiftly hurled at Nigel’s face. 

The latter was struck dumb for a moment before roaring, “Donald!” 

He had gone completely mad, and his eyes were filled with murderous intent. How 
could Donald’s man hit me? I’m the heir of the Wilson family of Tayhaven and influential 
in Pollerton! 

Even though Nigel’s family was not as rich and powerful as Ten Prestigious Families, 
they were still a prominent family. 

Especially now that the plan of merging the eight branches of the Wilson family was 
about to complete, they would become a top-tier conglomerate in the country in no time. 



Therefore, Nigel could not bear that embarrassment. How dare that guy hit me! It’s 
simply unacceptable! 

Donald stated, “Again.” 

Bradley was ruthless as he gave Nigel a few slaps consecutively. He beat Nigel so hard 
that the latter fell into a daze. 

Then, he let go of Nigel. 

Nigel’s face turned bright red, and fresh blood trickled down from the corner of his 
mouth. 

In fact, he had never been humiliated like that before. 

“Donald, you’re doomed! With all my might, I’ll never let you leave Sky Garden!” Nigel’s 
face was distorted with rage. The sight of him sent a chill down Selina’s spine. 

Soon after that exclamation, Nigel pulled out his phone and called for help. “Get two 
thousand Tayhaven Guard’s men over. I want to crush Donald into bits!” 

Tayhaven Guard was a security company on paper, but in truth, they were to serve the 
Wilson family of Tayhaven. Usually, they undertook armed security operations for 
banks. 

Tayhaven Guard consisted of many experts, and some of them were even retired 
members of the international army. 

Hence, the two thousand Tayhaven Guard’s men held incredible strength. 

Unfazed, Donald responded casually, “Sure. I’ll wait.” 

He then diverted his attention to Bradley. “Is Azure Wyvern Army here yet?” 

Azure Wyvern Army was under Azure Wyvern Guard with six thousand members. 

“They’re here, but this is the downtown area. What should be the reason for the group 
to come over?” Bradley asked. 

After giving it some thought, Donald replied, “Fire drill.” 

“Got it.” Bradley eerily grinned before he cast a sympathetic gaze at Nigel. 

The latter pointed at Bradley. “Did I allow you to leave?” 



Although he was a good fighter, he could not deny that he was no match for Bradley. 
This young man in an ochre yellow suit is unusual. His movement is as agile as a ghost. 

Meanwhile, Bradley did not bother to respond and began to contact Azure Wyvern 
Army. 

As a matter of fact, Donald gradually brought his forces into the country because he 
was preparing to achieve Eleventh Prestigious Family. 

At that moment, a series of clacking sounds generated by high heels rang out. 

When Selina looked up, her eyes lit up. She then hurried over. “Ms. Yund, you’re finally 
here!” 

Donald raised his head and saw a young woman dressed in black formal attire, a pair of 
high heels, and a pair of pantyhose with her hair tied into a high bun. 

Her body proportion was exceptionally perfect, and her legs were slim and long. 

The woman was Eleanor, Neil’s younger sister, who was also a member of Ten 
Prestigious Families. 

She had a chilling countenance. It was evident that she was domineering. One could 
feel her hazardous aura exuding when she opened her beautiful eyes. 
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Even Sebastian avoided messing with her because of her explosive temper. 

Previously, the Yund family arranged a marriage of convenience between her and the 
most prominent family, but she was unwilling to accept it. Thus, she went straight to 
Pollerton and started to manage Sky Garden. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Eleanor asked coldly. 

Seeing her walking over, Nigel silently took a piece of tissue, wiped off the blood on the 
corner of his lips, and tidied his shirt. 

This woman was prideful as a peacock, similar to his fiancée, Shannon. 

“Well, a man requested to book the entire Sky Garden tomorrow to organize a birthday 
celebration without making a reservation,” Selina answered respectfully. 



Eleanor did not spare Donald a glance and checked her watch. “Did he pass the 
verification?” 

“Yes,” Selina responded. 

“Bring the customized plans to me.” Eleanor glanced at her watch again as she urged, 
“Hurry up. My time is valuable.” 

Selina quickly trotted over and snatched the customized plans from Melantha while 
rolling her eyes at Donald arrogantly. Then, she headed toward Eleanor. 

During the entire process, Eleanor never raised her head. 

Selina knew perhaps no man could attract Eleanor’s attention. 

Donald merely revealed a bitter smile when he saw Eleanor again. I didn’t expect to see 
her here. What a small world. 

Eleanor took a glimpse at the customized plan before revealing a shocked expression. 
“Fifty million. Very wealthy indeed.” 

“Regardless, rules are rules, and no one can change them. Give him two choices: 
accept a reservation a month later or leave now. If he dares to cause trouble, call the 
security guards immediately and throw him out. Don’t call me for something like this in 
the future. I am very busy!” Eleanor thundered so that Nigel and Donald could hear her. 

The light in Melantha’s eyes dimmed instantly. 

Truth be told, she had hoped Donald could succeed because she wanted to witness a 
grand birthday celebration. 

A sinister smile appeared on Nigel’s face, full of mockery. “See. You’re nothing.” 

Ignoring him, Donald slowly stood up and approached Eleanor. “I said I want to book 
Sky Garden tomorrow.” 

Eleanor’s head remained low, but her eyebrows were knitted tightly, emitting a terrifying 
aura. 

Selina’s heart pounded in her chest, knowing that the woman was about to erupt. 

Eleanor raised her head, ready to release her wrath, but the rage disappeared as soon 
as she saw Donald. 

Shock replaced her emotions, and it turned into bewilderment. 



“What the heck, Donald!” Eleanor cursed as she rushed toward him in heels. 

Selina, Nigel, and all the staff were utterly stunned. 

Their distant, hot-tempered, and icy chairman had never acted like this. 

After running to Donald, she hugged him and said, “Oh my God, I’ve missed you so 
much!” 

She buried her face in Donald’s chest and inhaled his scent deeply, not giving a d*mn 
about how she was carrying herself. 

Thud. 

The customization plan in Selina’s hands dropped to the floor as she opened her mouth 
in astonishment. 

Nigel’s pupils constricted as he was utterly baffled. 

Meanwhile, the receptionist, Melantha, covered her mouth in disbelief. 

“All right, that’s enough,” Donald uttered. 

“No! I want to hug you longer,” Eleanor insisted. 

After a long while, she raised her head and looked at Donald, saying, “I heard about 
what happened to you, and I always wanted to look for you, but Lorenzo kept bugging 
me. I was dealing with this problem recently.” 
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“Uh, can you let go of me first?” Donald stated helplessly. I shouldn’t have come to Sky 
Garden. She’s as persistent as gum. It’ll be challenging to shake her off! 

When Eleanor studied abroad back then, she was abducted by Leviathan, the Sea 
Monster, when she passed through the straits of Musbane. 

 

If it were not for Donald, she would have fallen into Leviathan’s grasp. 

Leviathan was bold as he commanded a private naval force. The Yund family tried 
negotiating with him many times, but Leviathan ignored them. 



In the end, Donald appeared and broke through Leviathan’s force by himself, delivering 
a heavy blow to the latter. 

Ever since that incident, like a god of war descending from the heavens, Donald left a 
deep impression on Eleanor’s mind. 

During these few years, Eleanor always compared the talented young men she met with 
Donald, yet she realized no one could be as good as Donald. 

In truth, other than Neil and Yves, Eleanor was the only member of the Yund family who 
knew of Donald’s identity. 

Eleanor had never told anyone about the incident that occurred in the straits of 
Musbane. 

Donald smiled bitterly once more. “Can I reserve Sky Garden tomorrow then?” 

Eleanor seemed quite troubled. “Let me give my brother a call. If he disagrees, I’ll pull 
down his pants!” 

Donald was bemused by her words. She’s truly a witch. 

Neil answered Eleanor’s call soon. After all, this was a rule set by the Yund family, and 
Eleanor had no right to change it. 

After Neil finished hearing her, he also did not know what to do. “This is the rule set by 
the first heir. I’m afraid this is quite difficult.” 

“I don’t care. I want it changed!” Eleanor huffed. 

“Who is that person? What’s their name?” Neil questioned. 

Donald nodded and said, “Pass the phone to me.” 

He took over the phone and greeted, “Hello, Mr. Yund. I am Donald, and the thing is—” 

Before Donald could finish, Neil instantly interrupted, “Oh, it’s you, Mr. Campbell. If 
that’s so, there’s no problem at all. We won’t even charge you for anything.” 

“There’s no need for that. I’ll pay for the cost. Thank you, Mr. Yund,” Donald thanked 
him and returned the phone to Eleanor. 

“You’re still as respectable as always. By the way, whose birthday are you celebrating?” 
Eleanor asked happily. 

“My ex-wife,” Donald replied. 



Eleanor promptly became displeased as she pouted. “I knew she was a sly seductress.” 

“How is my ex-wife a seductress?” Donald asked. 

“Well, she is,” Eleanor claimed. 

Donald was too lazy to debate this problem. 

Afterward, Eleanor looked at her phone again and spoke apologetically. “Sorry, Donald. 
The meeting with the board of directors is about to start. I’ll have to get to work.” 

“Off you go, then.” Donald nodded. 

“All of you better be more respectful and give better service,” Eleanor ordered as she 
pointed at Selina and the others. 

Feeling deeply embarrassed, Selina lowered her head as she had not regained her 
composure. 

“Swipe this.” Donald passed a card to Melantha. 

The young receptionist’s eyes sparkled as she stared at Donald. Then, she rushed over 
excitingly, took the card, and swiped away fifty million. 

Selina’s heart pounded against her chest as she watched, but she felt utterly envious 
later. 

“Organize to your heart’s content. If you need more staffing, let me handle that,” Donald 
offered. 

“Okay,” Melantha responded animatedly. 

Bradley walked over as they spoke. 

Nigel looked to the door, and he perked up abruptly. 

About two thousand people were outside and had begun to clear the space. They wore 
security guard uniforms and were armed with electric batons as they surrounded Sky 
Garden. 

“You won’t be able to get out of Sky Garden today, Donald!” Nigel threatened sinisterly. 
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The group, with over two thousand people, was a formidable force. They could do 
whatever they wanted if they did not face The Clan or the army. 

Even the head of the bigshots like Ethan would be frightened when he saw the group of 
people. 

 

Still, Nigel was wary of the Yund family. He did not dare to barge into Sky Garden 
rashly, but he thought he could surround it. 

“Clear the scene. A fire drill will be conducted here,” someone yelled. 

It was a person arranged by Bradley. 

At first, the clueless crowd thought they could enjoy a show. However, they came to 
their realization one after another and lost interest after hearing the words. 

Soon, the three streets nearby were all blocked. 

Nigel walked out of Sky Garden and stood in front of Tayhaven Guard. At that moment, 
his charismatic aura had resumed. 

“Donald, do you dare to come out?” Nigel let out a long exhale and shouted. 

He decided that no matter what, he must teach Donald a painful lesson that day. 

As for Eleanor, Nigel would not bother about her. He thought the Yund family would not 
be mad at him just because of Donald. 

Melantha said worriedly, “Mr. Campbell, don’t go out. They won’t dare to come in.” 

Selina did not say anything, and she locked her gaze on Donald. 

I haven’t seen Donald for more than ten years. What had happened to him? Will the 
man who Eleanor has an interest in be an ordinary person? Besides, Donald can talk to 
Neil casually and make Neil answer his phone respectfully. Is he an ordinary person? 

Selina thought for a moment and walked in front of Donald. “Donald, don’t go out. Nigel 
is afraid of the Yund family. Ms. Yund will solve it after the meeting,” she said softly. 

Upon hearing her words, Donald gave her a weird look. 

Selina blushed after seeing his reaction. She had humiliated Donald before. 



To everyone’s surprise, Donald tidied his shirt and flicked off the nonexistent dust on his 
body. Then, he walked out and stood at the entrance of Sky Garden. 

The two thousand guards looked at Donald as if he was a dead man. 

They would charge forward and crush Donald into bits after Nigel gave his order. 

Nigel closed his eyes. His gaze was still charming when he opened his eyes again. “Do 
you know why I have to mobilize two thousand people to defeat you?” 

Here, Nigel paused and continued, “Because this makes me feel better! I want to show 
you the difference between you and me! A person has to know his place!” 

Then, he yelled, “Charge!” 

The two thousand people shouted in unison, “Charge!” 

The sound was as loud as thunder, and it was a shocking scene. At that moment, Nigel 
felt like he was a merciless general or marshal in ancient times. 

However, he was confused because he could not feel a single trace of fear from his 
opponent. 

On the contrary, Nigel could only see endless mockery from Donald. 

The latter glanced around and said, “That’s it?” 

Startled, Nigel did not understand what the man meant. 

Donald ignored Nigel, and he only clapped his hands. 

Clap! Clap! Clap! 

As he clapped his hands, neat footsteps sound could be heard almost at the same time. 

Nigel immediately looked at the source of the sound. His body trembled, and his mind 
went blank when he saw what was going on. 

The bustling street was initially empty and had been blocked. 

Nevertheless, there were dozens of George Patton tanks driving in. Besides, they even 
had heavy machine guns on the tanks aiming at Nigel. 

On the left, there were dozens of black Viper off-road vehicles stopped in a row with 
their engines revving. 



Meanwhile, a formation appeared in front of the crowd. The people were dressed in 
green armor and wielding ancient swords. Their formation was neat, and they had stern 
looks in their eyes. 

Besides, the same formation showed up behind the crowd as well. 

There were five thousand to six thousand people based on a rough estimate. 

Azure Wyvern Army was under Azure Wyvern Guard, and it was a military force 
fostered by Donald. 
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“Gather around, all the members of Azure Wyvern Army!” With a sergeant’s yell, the 
Azure Wyvern Army got out of the massive vehicles. They stood in a neat line and 
looked at Donald with passion in their eyes. 

The two thousand guards’ faces instantly turned pale, and they looked around them 
anxiously. Each of them felt their legs trembling and was on the verge of losing their 
balance. 

 

Nigel was in utter shock. His emotion was in a chaotic mess as if he had been struck by 
lightning. 

He knew about Azure Wyvern Army. Not only was it under Azure Wyvern Guard, but 
Donald was the only person taking control of it. 

Nigel felt the dryness in his mouth as he looked at Donald. He had a guess about 
Donald’s identity. “Y-You are…” 

He had already guessed Donald’s identity, but he did not dare to say it out loud. 

Nigel knew not only would he be doomed if he said it, but the Wilson family of Tayhaven 
would be wiped out as well. 

Suddenly, he had solved all of the mysteries back then. 

Why was Jennifer able to win the bid for the land reclamation project? Why did Jennifer 
get Eternal Love and A Midsummer Night’s Dream? Why did Wyvern King, Kingsley 
give the Wilson family of Tayhaven a shock with the land reclamation project’s approval 
in his hand on Grandpa’s birthday? Why was Jennifer able to win the bid for Lord 



Campbell Avenue while Sylvia was humiliated in front of the public? All of these 
happened because Donald is Lord Campbell! 

Donald looked at Nigel coldly and said, “Nigel, I’ve tolerated you for a long time.” 

The latter was frustrated, and he had not yet come back to his senses. Then, he 
suddenly kneeled on the ground and said, “I know what to do. Please spare the lives of 
the Wilson family of Tayhaven!” 

The two thousand guards had no idea what was going on. They looked at each other 
with pale faces. 

Meanwhile, the armies who were controlling the heavy machine guns on George Patton 
tanks had no hesitation. They would fire at the people after Donald gave his order. 

Donald looked at Nigel calmly, not saying a word. 

Nigel raised his head, and he suddenly stood up, ramming his head against the building 
beside him. 

Nigel’s muscular body suddenly collapsed to the ground, and everywhere was covered 
in fresh blood. 

A look of approval entered Donald’s eyes. 

He thought Nigel was brave. 

Nigel had found out Donald’s identity, but he did not dare to reveal it. Nigel was worried 
that Donald would vent his anger at the Wilson family of Tayhaven, so he chose to end 
his life. 

“He’s alive, but there is a large possibility that he may fall into a coma forever,” Bradley 
said after checking Nigel’s condition. 

Donald responded, “Send him to the hospital. As for the two thousand people here, ask 
them to do the labor.” 

Selina and the others, who were in Sky Garden, were once again shocked by Donald’s 
schemes. 

The two thousand Tayhaven Guard did not know what had happened. In the end, they 
were forced to stay and decorate Sky Garden. 

Selina had a newfound revelation of Donald’s prowess. 



Is he really the loser who was defeated by the Campbell clan that year? If so, why is this 
happening now? 

Soon, the traffic resumed. Sky Garden was covered with a big black cloth, and no one 
could see what was inside it. 

“What happened? Why did they cover Sky Garden?” 

“What’s going on? Is Sky Garden under renovation?” 

“I have no idea.” 

Everyone was in a heated discussion and had no idea what was going on. 

However, some people knew that Nigel from the Wilson family of Tayhaven had hit the 
wall and attempted to end his life in Sky Garden. Besides, they thought a big shot 
seemed to have reserved the entire Sky Garden. 

At the same time, in Pollerton Garden, Jennifer was reading reports in the room. 

Linda pushed the door open and entered the room. “Jennifer, tomorrow is your birthday. 
How are you planning to celebrate?” 

Jennifer answered, “I have some plans tomorrow.” 

Linda smiled. “I’ve arranged everything for you.” 

Jennifer was stunned for a moment, and she looked at Linda in confusion. 
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Entering from behind, Kevin informed, “Well, I’ve recently gotten to know someone by 
the name of Peterson Walker. He told me that he has a crush on you and is hoping to 
celebrate your birthday with you tomorrow.” 

Jennifer narrowed her eyes. 

 

Peterson was known as a master of deep breathing skills and tranquility. He was also a 
distinguished guest of many politicians. 

However, Jennifer knew that a master of deep breathing skills was simply a disguise for 
his actual identity as a broker. 



Apparently, the most classic incident back then was when he gave Joshua a slap, but 
the latter dared not go against him. 

A broker meant that he was a bridge for politicians to communicate with each other for 
corruption. 

Any businessman who wished to get acquainted with a politician would require the help 
from Peterson to introduce them. 

Therefore, although Peterson seemed to be a quack, he actually had an astounding 
identity. 

Technically, he had inherited his father’s work as his father used to be a broker as well, 
who had always been active and powerful at Terrandya Provincial Center. 

Furthermore, Joshua had also looked for Peterson. 

Unwilling to get involved with such people, Jennifer flatly rejected, “There’s no need for 
that. I have my own plans tomorrow.” 

Linda’s expression became grave and stern. “That won’t do! Mr. Walker adores you a 
lot, and he has already booked a restaurant for tomorrow, which is at Grand Laurel!” 

Jennifer was startled. 

Grand Laurel was a lavish restaurant, with average spending of ten thousand and 
above for each person. 

While Kevin beamed from ear to ear, his cheeks were scarlet red, indicating that he had 
consumed some alcohol. “He has booked thirty tables to celebrate your birthday!” 

Thirty tables would fit more than three hundred guests, which would cost three million, 
meaning that the expenses for the entire banquet would be five million at least. 

Fully aware of what was on Kevin and the others’ minds, Jennifer snapped impatiently, 
“No means no. I’m not going!” 

Now that she was involved with the construction of Lord Campbell Avenue and the land 
reclamation project, she would require assistance from someone like Peterson to be 
able to progress further. Owning a vast connection of networks, Peterson was also 
young and rich. 

Linda’s expression instantly darkened. “I don’t care. Rest well tonight. Peterson will be 
picking you up tomorrow!” 

Bang! Jennifer shut the door and sent Donald a text: Pick me up earlier tomorrow. 



The man replied: Okay, I will be there at eight in the morning. I’ve booked a restaurant. 

Jennifer responded: There’s no need for any extravagance. Something simple will do. 
Also, have you consulted the doctors you found? 

Donald wrote: They have no idea how to treat me. Well, let’s see how things unfold. 
Goodnight. After replying, Donald turned off his phone. 

The next morning, Jennifer put on a thin layer of delicate makeup before eight. Dressed 
in the long pink coat that Donald bought her, she matched it with a V-neck blouse, 
revealing her slender neck, as well as a pair of jeans and boots. 

Her stunning figure and elegant aura were mesmerizing. 

The moment she opened the door, she fell stunned at the sight of a young man close to 
his thirties on the couch, sizing her up. 

Although his appearance was average, he was clad in an expensive suit while exuding 
ferocity. 

It was Peterson, the master of deep breathing skills and a broker. 

While Linda was serving him some beverage to butter him up, Kevin gazed at Peterson 
ingratiatingly. 

From Linda’s and Kevin’s perspectives, Peterson was an enigma whose words carried 
weight at Provincial Center. 

Rising from his seat, Peterson strode toward Jennifer and reached out his hand as he 
greeted her politely, “Jennifer, I’ve known you for quite some time now, but I believe that 
this is the first time that you’re meeting me. Let me introduce myself. I’m Peterson 
Walker, while my father is Brandon Walker.” 

Kevin and Linda exchanged glances, noticing the delight in each other’s eyes. 
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Noticing how Jennifer had put on makeup, Linda and Kevin reckoned the former had 
thought things through and agreed to dine with Peterson. 

Lowering her head, Jennifer furrowed her brows while staring at the man’s right hand, 
which was stretched out. However, she did not reach for it. “Hi. I’m sorry, but I don’t 
have the habit of shaking hands with others.” 



 

Peterson froze for a few seconds, but he was not mad about it. He simply offered a faint 
smile and retracted his right hand. “Happy birthday. I’ve reserved thirty tables at Grand 
Laurel today and put much effort into arranging this. I hope you will accept this 
invitation.” 

After pausing briefly, he went on, “Initially, I plan on organizing it at Sky Garden, but it 
requires a one-month pre-booking, so it’s too late. Moreover, it seems like Sky Garden 
is having a renovation today, so I’ve selected Grand Laurel.” 

Before Jennifer could utter a word, someone knocked on the door. 

Jennifer’s heart skipped a beat. Is it Donald? 

Hurriedly, she went to open the door and found herself greeted by the sight of a middle-
aged couple at the door, sizing her up. 

Jennifer was stunned. “Who are you?” 

Peterson chuckled. “They’re my parents, and they’re currently operating a tea house at 
Terrandya Provincial Center.” 

Exuding an imposing aura, the middle-aged couple entered while scanning the 
surroundings. 

Leonard and Linda immediately stood up. “Welcome.” 

With a deep voice, Brandon carried himself in the same way a person of high stature 
would. 

Even Joshua dared not provoke someone like him, as only a person with a strong 
background such as Neil would not need a broker like Brandon. 

Brandon had secretly accumulated an astounding connection of networks and owned 
an immense influence across the entire Terrandya. Furthermore, Brandon could easily 
dismiss some influential figures by lifting a finger. 

That was how powerful brokers were. 

“Let’s go. We’ll talk about it while we have our meal.” Brandon’s tone left no room for 
doubt. 

Linda and Leonard immediately nodded. “Sure, off we go to Grand Laurel!” 

However, Jennifer answered, “No. I have a date with Donald today.” 



As soon as Linda heard her daughter’s response, the smile on her face immediately 
disappeared as it was instantly replaced with one of rage. 

Glaring at Jennifer with palpable disdain as if she was about to skin her alive, Linda 
bellowed, “Donald. Donald again! He’s about to die. Why are you wasting your time on 
him!” 

Kevin chimed in, “That’s enough, Jennifer! Has Donald not done enough harm to you 
and me? Tell me, what can he offer you?” 

Leonard growled, “I’m sure I’ve told you to cut off all connections with Donald. Why 
won’t you listen?” 

Peterson exchanged glances with his father, Brandon. “Donald?” 

Jennifer replied, “That’s right. He’s my husband.” 

Brandon instantly looked grim. “Forget about it then.” 

Linda quickly walked toward them. “Mr. Walker, calm down. Please hear me out first. 
Donald and Jennifer are long divorced, and nothing happened between them. Until now, 
Jennifer is still an innocent lady!” 

Leonard chimed in, “Yes, exactly. Besides, Donald is diagnosed with several types of 
cancer, so he’ll be dead soon. I’m afraid he’ll not even be able to make it past New 
Year!” 

There was no way they would allow this marriage of convenience to be called off. 

Although Jennifer would be reaching her thirties soon, Tyrone no longer mentioned 
anything concerning Jennifer. 

Possessing such connection and wealth, Peterson was on a completely different level 
compared to Nigel and James. 

After Linda and her family offered an explanation, Peterson’s and Brandon’s 
expressions slightly softened. 

However, Jennifer could not be bothered. Heading toward the door, she glanced at the 
time and realized it was eight sharp. 

Kevin yanked at her arms and dragged her back. “Where are you going? Get back here 
right now! Listen carefully. You have to go no matter what!” 

While they were fighting, Donald suddenly appeared at the door and shot Kevin a cold 
glare. “Let go of her right now.” 
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Jennifer broke free from Kevin. She ran toward Donald happily. “You’re finally here!” 

Donald grabbed Jennifer’s hand and did not even bother to look at the group of people 
in the house. “Mm. Come with me.” 

 

“Stay right there!” Leonard shouted. 

Linda also yelled, “Jennifer! If you exit the gates of this house, then don’t you dare come 
back!” 

Donald glared at them. “If she can’t come back, then so be it. I’ll buy a house for 
Jennifer.” 

Peterson’s expression darkened, causing him to look intimidating. He stated 
nonchalantly, “Stay right there.” 

Although his voice was not loud, it sounded authoritative. Linda and Kevin, who were 
arguing, instantly fell silent. Peterson would never let Jennifer go. 

There was a reason for that. 

Jennifer, Lana, and Reina were the most promising young entrepreneurs in Pollerton. 

The reason why was because Donald planned to promote his controlled fusion 
technology in Pollerton. If he managed to do that, Pollerton would become the new hub 
for commercial and business activities. 

Moreover, Jennifer was the one responsible for the Lord Campbell Avenue project. 
There was a high chance that she would be the first to get her hands on that 
technology. 

The question of whether Donald was in love with Jennifer or not was a no-brainer. 

It was simply not possible because everyone in Pollerton heard that Ysabel was the 
woman Donald loved. 

That was why a lot of people had their desires stirred. Since they did not dare to pursue 
Ysabel, they believed that Jennifer was the next best thing. 

Jennifer and Ysabel were cousins, after all. 



Whoever pursued Jennifer would be able to interfere with Lord Campbell’s affairs. That 
person could get Jennifer to negotiate with Ysabel. It would become much easier for the 
person to win the bids of one or two projects from Lord Campbell. 

Peterson had also come here because he received orders from a big shot. 

This was what a broker did, after all. 

Donald stopped and looked at Peterson when he saw the latter opening his mouth. 

Peterson said, “You must be Donald. I remember now. You’re the character in The 
Abandoned Children Of The Campbell Clan, right?” 

Donald remained silent. He simply looked at Peterson indifferently, waiting for the man 
to speak again. 

“You and Jennifer are already divorced. I also heard that you have a short lifespan. Stop 
bothering Jennifer, okay? What can you even offer her? Money? A house, or maybe a 
car?” Peterson said all of that with an arrogant expression on his face. 

“Love,” Donald responded casually. 

Peterson looked extremely disdainful. “Can love put food on the table?” 

Brandon lifted his hand mid-air slightly. Noticing that, his son instantly shut his mouth. 
The elder then proceeded to say, “Donald. Since today is Jennifer’s birthday, we’ve 
booked thirty tables at Grand Laurel. All the guests there are big shots. Even the top 
dog of Terrandya Provincial Center will attend the banquet. Therefore, Jennifer has to 
come with us today.” 

“That’s right. Also, you know what Grand Laurel is like. The average person is expected 
to spend ten thousand there. Since we booked thirty tables today, the banquet will cost 
millions. Would you be able to afford that?” Peterson’s mother chimed in. 

Brandon continued, “I have no idea where the place you booked is at. Also, how many 
people will be there?” 

A snarky smirk appeared on Donald’s face. “It’s at South Light Street. Jennifer and I will 
be the only ones there.” 

Peterson laughed out loud. “South Light Street? What high-end restaurants exist there? 
Could you be referring to a small food street? Hahaha!” 

Kevin intentionally mocked Donald by saying, “Oh! Sky Garden is at South Light Street, 
then! Did you also buy the whole place?” 



When the group heard that, they all started laughing out loud. 

They thought it was absurd! 

The seats at Sky Garden were fully booked for well over a month, after all. The official 
website of Sky Garden also showed that some wealthy people, as well as influential 
figures of Pollerton had made reservations there. 

Donald stated in a serious tone, “Indeed. The venue is Sky Garden.” 

The group looked at each other. Then, all of them began laughing once again. 

“Hahaha! I’m dying of laughter! Donald, you really do love to joke!” Kevin guffawed. 
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“Sky Garden wants to see proof of how much money you have. You also need to make 
reservations one month in advance. I didn’t even see your name on the three-month 
booking list!” Peterson stated. 

“Goodness! You guys don’t understand him. He’s going to die soon, so it’s only natural 
for him to toot his own horn and make his presence known,” Linda said. 

 

Even Jennifer did not quite believe Donald when he said he had made reservations in 
Sky Garden. 

She lowered her head. “That’s enough, Donald. Let’s go.” 

Donald responded, “But I really did make reservations at Sky Garden.” 

Brandon wore a mocking expression on his face. “In that case, I want to see if you’re 
telling the truth. Do you know what will happen if I find that you lied? Even though I’m 
not the Grim Reaper, I have a lot of ways to send you to the afterlife!” 

Donald narrowed his eyes as he looked at Brandon. Aren’t you being a little too harsh? 

“That’s fine. You can come and have a look with me,” Donald replied casually. 

“All right. Let’s go together,” Kevin suggested. 

As they walked down the stairs, Peterson shook his keys. “Do you have a car? Jennifer 
can ride in my car.” 



There was a Lamborghini Urus parked on the ground floor. It had a market value of 
around three million. 

Kevin’s heart fluttered at the sight. 

Brandon also had a car. It was a BMW 760. 

“I don’t have a car. However, we can call a taxi,” Donald replied. He hailed a cab and 
headed toward Sky Garden. 

Jennifer was a little worried. “Look at how much you’ve bragged already. How will you 
continue your lie later on?” 

The taxi led the way while the Lamborghini Urus and BMW 760 trailed behind. 

Jennifer looked around her surroundings. She asked in confusion, “Are we really going 
in the direction of South Light Street? You won’t actually bring me to a food street, 
right?” 

Donald suddenly wanted to tell a joke. “Yes, I am! Is the food there subpar or 
something?” 

Jennifer smiled lightly. She hugged Donald’s arm and leaned on his shoulder. “That’s 
not what I meant! I’m willing to go anywhere that you take me to.” 

Jennifer wondered when was the last time they were this intimate. It’s been a long time. 
I think it was back when we got married. 

As Jennifer continued to lean on Donald, tears suddenly flowed down her eyes. 
“Donald, I’m sorry. I didn’t know how much of an effect that piece of rock would have on 
you.” 

Donald shook his head. “I’m the type of guy who faces his weakness head-on.” 

In fact, he had been trying to look for his own weakness. His status was very unusual. 
Wyvern King had once told Donald that if his current ability could not solve his current 
issues, another ability would become available to him automatically. 

Therefore, Donald put it in the nicest way possible and did not blame Jennifer too much. 

However, Jennifer felt very guilty. 

“There are only twenty-two days left before New Year,” Jennifer said softly. 

Donald nodded. “Yes. If I don’t solve my issues before New Year, I’ll probably die.” 



Donald had no idea whether the artificial sun had any effect or not. 

“We’ve arrived at Sky Garden.” The taxi driver parked the taxi beside the road. 

Kevin and Linda, who drove behind them, also got out of their vehicles. 

They were stunned while looking at the magnificent Sky Garden. 

A black cloth was covering every corner of Sky Garden. There was no way anyone 
could see what was inside the building. 

“Look! Sky Garden really is undergoing renovations right now.” Peterson smiled faintly. 

“What nonsense are you spouting!” Kevin exclaimed in a fit of rage. “Jennifer! Now that 
you’ve seen how Sky Garden is like right now, you should come to Grand Laurel with 
us!” 

Linda hurriedly rushed over to them. “Indeed! You have to leave now! Donald is a crazy 
man right now! He’s also the man who broke a fish tank!” 

Brandon smiled faintly. “Even I can’t make reservations at Sky Garden, let alone you!” 

Jennifer felt a little embarrassed. She tugged at Donald’s sleeve. “Why don’t we go to 
the food street?” 

Donald shook his head. He said to Jennifer in a solemn tone, “Today is your birthday. I 
have to do what I’ve promised!” 

 


